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OXYGEN BOOST COMPRESSOR STUDY
1.	 INTRODUCTION
The information in this report presents the initial results of
a study program conducted Ijy AiRes p arch on an oxygen boost compressor
to support .te n AiResearch-dosidned, :p elf-contained life support
system.
The material presented herein includes a descripti o,-. of the
compressor, the results of the preliminz,ry analysis, the test
results, and recommendations for follow-on efforts.
1.	 DESCRIPTION OF CORPMSSOR
The compressor is used to compress breathing oxygen to a self-
contained life support system for extra-vehicular activities (1.`IA)
in connection with the space shuttle program. The concept employs
high pressure bottles in a manner similar to the SCUBA equ-pment
used by under laciter divers, thereby eliminating the need for an
umbilical cord.
The compressor systen, is intended to utilize gaseous oxygen
obtained from the cryogenic storage bottles used for the cabin oxygen
supply. The cabin requires a flow of approximately 1.25 11) per hour
at a pressure of 900 psia.
The program conducted by AiResearch is intended to provide a
compressor that can he used to fill the EVA storacle bottle:: from the
900-psia cabin supply and compress the oxygen to a final bottle
Iressure of 4000 psia. Because of the relatively low inflow rate,
proper management of the inflow gas is critical for two functior.s:
1) the flow rate mast be contro?'ed within limits, and 2) the pressure
cncrgy iril..iin the inf^.vi^ing gay IS^C be uSi_'G v j^i_vvide L^r^ u2St
refill time.
The compressor selected for this application consists of a free-
piston type. The inflow or cabin supply is used to operate a piston
with a large area. The large area piston is connected to a smaller
piston that is construc;_ad as a compressor. A mechanism referred to
as an automatic cycle valve was devised to store the inflowing gas
in a capacitance chamber until the energy buildup is sufficient to
initiate a cyr:le. At this point, the cycle valve mechanism suddenly
releases the stored energy into the large (motor pi:;ton) area. The
gas stored in the capacitance chamber is then expanded behind the
motor piston to drive the compressor piston through a compression
cycl,_. The expanded gas is than released into the cabin for use as
the cabi:i	 caLi.n g low of 1." ]b per hour is
mai,itained by feeding the capacitance chamber through an orifice.
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3.	 PI•:LLIMINARY OXYGEN BOOST COMPRESSOR ANALYSIS
3.1 ii.troduction
An analysis of the boost Eompressor was performed to demonstrate
its opi.rability and to provide preliminary sizing of various param-
eter , i so that detailed desi(jn could proceed.
The i osults of the analysis con Fisted of computer printouts
which recorded the values of system variables a:; a function of time.
The dz.ta obtained from the computer printouts was then reduced and
the plot shown in Figure 1 was prepared to present the performance
of the compressor. Figure: I is a plot of stora(1e tank pressure
versus a cabin flow-time parameter denoted
W tC
V 
where
We = cabin flow rate, lb per hour,
t = time, hours, and
Vt = storage tank volume, in. 3.
This section of the report presents details of the analysis and
a comparison of the analysis with initial test dg (.,..
3.2 Analysis
A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. Tank.
pressure, P 5 , was computed by integrating the mass flow rate of aas
through the check valve and applying the ideal gas law for an assumed
tank vol l.ime. Tank temperature was assumed to be equa l to compressor
temperature, T4.
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PERFORMANCE OF GASLOUS OXYGLI; COMIInSSOR
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The mass flow rate of gas through the check valve was computed
u:.inq the relationship,
L•7,,	 K P -- A,,	
N `, 5
%"here
1' 45
 = mass flow rate, lb per second,
K - oxygen gas constant, 0.5586 ► c^- It per second,
P 4 = compressor pressure, Asia,
A 4 y = check valve effective area, i n: 2
N 4 ,, - ccv.npressor flow factor, dimensionless, and
T,, = compressor temperature, deg R.
The check valve effective area was computed as a function of a
force unbalance resulting from pressures P 4
 and P, and from the check
valve spring force.
The compressor c;a5 temperature, T,,, was computed from the
isentropic relationship,
( P'^
Y
-
1T,F,,l	
Y
where
T, = supply gas temperature, deg R,
P 1
 = supply gas pressure, Asia, and
Y = ratio of specific }seats, dimensionless.
Compressor pressure, P 4 , was computed by integrating the net
flow (w 14 - W,,,)
 of gas into the compression chamber and then
applying the ideal gas equation of state. The volume of the compres-
sion chaurdber was computed as a function of compressor pistcn area
and stroke	 The position of the compressor piston was obtained by
integrating the piston acceleration twice. Piston acceleration was
obtained by ^ai.vidincj the net force unbalance on the motor-compressor
piston by the mass of the moving part:.
74-410521A
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The net force unbalance c . , the piston was obtained by
considering the effect of compressor. pressure (P,,), supply pressure
WO, ::c,a] friction (a^sumed to be 5U pounds) , ambient pressure, and
motor prorsure (P 3 ) .
Motor pressure, P I , was computed by intec1rating the net flow
rate: of gas into the motor- expansion chamber. and then applying the
ideal gas equation of state. Adiabatic expansion of the gas was
assumed. The net flow rate of gas into tree :.xpansion charrLer
consisted of flora in from the automatic cycle valve and out through
the motor valve. The motor valve area was obtained from a summation
of forces considering the motor valve rpring force and the motor
pressure. The valve was held open by the spring force when motor
pressure dropped below 25 psig. The motion of.the piston at the
end of the return stroke served to close the motor valve.
The design of the motor valve de.,crihed above resulted from a
study of several alternative methods, including the use of side, vents
and operrAting the motor valve from th-..r automatic cycle valve. The
resulting design of the motor valve was considered to be the best it
terms of performance and simplicity.
Other ideas were considered f . rr the hasic operation of the
device. One approach was to let slpply pressure "cock" a negativi
rate: spriiici itttd the-.ii use the en,^rcj j r Lor_ec1 in the :spring to providc
the compresr3ive en-2rgy. Another i pproach was to create a negative
rate effect by a properly designe l kinematic lir.Yage between the
motor and co.pressor piston. La .h of these methods % ,,as simulated
with the computer; however, eac? was considered to be unnecessarily
complex and showed no signific,.-it performance gain over the schematic
arrangement presented herein.
The flow of gas into t': motor expansion chamber was computed.
from the capacitor pressuro, , P 21 and the flow area of the automatic
cycle valve. The flow ax a of the automatic cycle valve was
considered to be a two-position function depending upon the
direction of the summation of forces. Opening forces consisted of
capacitor pressure times seat area plus motor pressure times shoulder
area. The closing force consisted of a spring preload proportional
to tank pressure. The stepped areas on the automatic cycle valve,
in conjunction with the capacitor volume, provided an oscillating
effect; the cycle valve remained closed until the capacitor pressure,
P 2 , increased sufficient to overcome the spring force. The cycle
vllve remained open until the motor pressure, Pi t dropped sufficient
for the spring force to close the valve.
I
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The computer analysis showed that the tank pressure feedback on
th(, automatic cycle valve muchanism was ;jecessary. Without tank
pressure feedback, the spring preload on the -ycle valve was
constant; therefore, the energy released during the expansion in the
motor chamber was constant for each cycle. However, the quantity of
energy required to complete a cycle was proportional to the pressure
.level in the tank. Therefore, if the preload was set high enough
for the unit to cycle at high tank pressure, energy in the form of
excessive impact speeds at the end of the compression stroke was
wasted during the low pressure cycler. With tank pressure feedback.,
the energy supplied by the capacitor is more nearly equal to that
required at each tank pressure condition.
11 1 ho. capacitor pressure wits obtained t)y integrating the net mass
flow into the capacitor akA then applying the ideal gas equation of
state. The flow rLte of ;as into the capacitor was set by the supply
pressure and the cycle rate need^c valve adjustment.
3.3 Com parison of Analysis with Initial. Testier
Performance of the compressor end of the device was considered
to be acceptable and was very similar to that obtained analytically.
Soma problems were encountered in causing the device: to cycle at all
pressure levels, however. The problem was believed to result from
insufficient opening of thf, automatic cycle valve mechan:31n, thereby
preventing a complete stro}.e of the piston. The cycle vulva did not
open completely because of the rate provided by the feedback spring.
The pr:bl.em was avoided and the unit was mae'e to cycle by altering
the schematic as shown in Figure 3. Until the motor piston moves,
motor pressure acts upon a decreased area, thus, insuring that motor
Ares ure builds up to a high value before the piston can move. in
addition, Gn orifice wits placed between the cycle valve and the
expansion chamber to maintain an elevated pressure on the cycle valve
shoulder so tha t_ it: would remain open long enough for the piston to
complet r' its stI-oke.
Also shown in Figure 3 is a simplified motor valve which is
simply an orifice. Preliminary computer performance: runs indicate
that the- modifications sho-an will result in proper operation of the
compressor.
74-410521A
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F MODIFIED BOOST COMPRESSOR
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4.	 TEST RESULTS
4.1 Weir1lt- ;,nd Leakage
The weight and leakage chnracterirtics of the unit are tabulated
below.
Weight
Weight of the preliminary rough cut block version:
8.4 pounds
Leaka,te
Compressor Piston Shaft Seal (Item 48): 0.000167 lb
per hr at c1 supply pressure of 900 prig
"ninpressor Piston (Item 14): 0.025 lb per hr at
psig
Compressor Check Valve (Item 37) 	 4.5 psi drop over
a 11-hour period with a pressure of 300 psig in the
capac.itanco chambe i-
	
4 .2	 l:UltllUi	 nen t hurfUtlllance. ^...--
4.2.1 Compressor Section - This test was conducted by driving the
.:ompressor_ piston, Item 13, by cycling a solenoid switches valve.
The compressor section was supplied with dry air from a separate
source at 900 psig and was connected to a 16.86 cubic inch volume.
The pressure to the solenoid will supplied through an orifice 4,nt•o a
1.3 cubic inch volume. This pressure was manually varied to provide
a complete stroke of the motor piston as the bottle pressure
increased. The following tabulation presents the results of the
tests.
Bottle Pressure
psig
1000
2600
1000 - 3000
Number of Cycles
for Sample
10
17
117
Compressor Flow
lb per cycle
0.000512
0.001035
0.000834
Note: Theorc Ica.l flow of the compressor is
0.001118 lb per cycle.
i
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The pressure for this test was limited to 3000 paic; due to
bottle capacity and handling limits imposed on test personnel. Test
data showing compres::or section efficiency following successful
development of the automatic cycling mechanism is prevented on
Figure 4, which follows.
Several test runs are shown on Figure 4 where the compressor
supply was dry air at 900 prig, and the compressor was pumping into a
26 cubic inch bottle. its shown, two curves are plotted on Figure 4
which pr.. sce nts the number of cycles versus receiver bottle pressure.
The theo. eticnl plot on Figure 4 presents a curve of 100 percent
compressc- efficiency for comparison w:th the test results. Data
Plot No. 1 depicts a ccmpletc bottle pumping cycle from 900 psig to
4000 prig. As shown, the compressor efficiency is reduced at the
higher pressure and with an increased number of cycles. An investi-
gation into the reason for this characteristic was performed and the
res=ults are presented in paragraph 4 . a , SUMMT.RY OF RESUL'T'S, herein.
Data Mot No. 2 in Figure 4 shows a test run where the feedback
mechan sra was adjusted to pr vi.de maximum compressor efficiency. As
noted, high efficic:ricy in t}. coi.lpressor section is possible;
however, the motor gas consumption rate is increased. The reason for
the increase in gas consumption ( p lot No. 2) and the loss of
efficiency (Plot No. 1) is the same. This matter is also discussed in
paragraph 4.4.
4.2.2
	 Aut. - at.ic Cole Mechan ism an Feedback -- Subsequent- tests
we,e conductedto establish automatic cycling controlled by
compressor pressure feedback. Th-.s series of tests consisted mainly
of obtaining data to correct the mechanism such that automatic
cycling was accomplished. During the first tests, the automatic
cycling mechanism would not function. This was found to be. due to
the low pressure at which the motor pisr_on, Item 13, world actuate,
Because of the lot:, pressure level, the secondary area of the auto-
matic, cycle valve was not being Lac%pres cured; thus, a toggling
function was not created. The correction to obtain a toorile action
was provided by incorporation of a sear- near the outer purimeur of
the motor. piston such that the piston area, was greatly reduced in the
retract position. This is shown in Revision "A" of Drawing PA878169.
(The parts list for the drawing is in process.) The seat on the
motor piston effectively provided the desired results by providing
backpzessure on the secondary area of the automatic cycle valve.
This action allows the valve to open fully prior to control motion
of the motor piston, thereby providing the desired inrush of high
pressure into the raotor piston ch\u:tber.. Subsequent tests were
conducted on the automatic cycle system to establish the proper feed-
back spring rates and to control the motor gas usage.
i	 74-410521A
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During the tests, a common supply pressure of 900 psi was
applied to the motor and compressor. The supply 'co Lhe motor was
restricted so that the flaw was 1.25 lb per fir. The capacitance
volum(^ and feedback forces were then altered one at: a time to estab-
lish data such that a prober feedback schedule was obtained.
The curves shown on Figure 5 present the functional character-
istics of the automatic cycle mechanism. Da*1 Plot No. 1 shows the
actual test re!3ults. Plot No. 2 presents the theoretical capacitance
pressure as a function of the receiver bottle pressure at which the
automatic cycle valve opens. The theoreticrtl curve is based on
energy balance equations for ideal operation of the current configu-
ration. Plot- No. 2 is the actual capacitance pressure results which
were used for the feedback function of Data Plot No. 1 in Figure 4.
The above-noted data shows an excess of capacitance pressure
near the higher bottle pressures. Although the excess capacitance
pressure is the resulL of the spring rate in the feedback mechanism,
the efficiency is still low at high bottle pressures. This effect
is also caused ►)y the "piston terminal velocity" characteristic
discussed in paragraph 4.4, SUMMARY OF RESULTS.
Figure G, which follows, shows the time regi.iired for the pressure
in a 26 cubic 'nch receiver bottle to increase from 900 psi s, to 4000
pL,iy. This data was obtained by conducting tests with the ;notor
influa orifice preset to flow 1.25 pounds per hour with a supply
pressure of 90U psig and with the compressor operatinc; 3:1 automatic
cycli.nU. This data also shows the loss of efficiency which is
characteri strc at the high recei ver bottle pressure_;.
4.3 Mechanical. Function s
During the preceding tests, several mechanical changer were made
to correct deficiencies. Some items were deleted when a function t: as
fotud ii,-)t to be necessary. These changes occurred in the motor
piston area and are depicted on Drawing PA878IG9, Rev. A. The piston,
Item 13, was constructed as an assembly with three major pieces to
carry Belleville washers to absorb excess energy at the end of the
stroke. During cycle tests, the sc ew threads yielded, resulting in
failure of the assembly. The changes resulted in modifying this
pist:on to a one-piece component with the Belleville washers retained
in the forward housing. Subsequent tests have proved this arrange.-
 to be satisfactory. As a result of functional tests, the check
and relief valve, Item 30, was found to be unnecessary and trouble-
some. This vz.lve was replaced by a simple orifice, 0.031 inch in
diameter. This change also permitted deletion of side port vents
which are no longer used. The major benefit of this change is a
very significant reduction of noise.
Ytti,;CEDING PAGE: BLANK NOT FILMPD
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Follow-on development efforts on the automatic cycle valve
revealed that the secondary area of the valve had to lie increased.
This increase in area was required to accommodate the interaction
encountered between the motor piston and the au'--)matic cycle valve
at certain conditions. In this regard, the piston would riot stroke
fully at the lower pressure conditions. Incorporation of the larger
secondary area in the valve permitted automatic cycling of all bottle
pressures between 900 psig and 4000 psig. Small dimensional chanc?cs
also,
 occurred in the valve seat areas; however, none was significant.
During the automatic cycling !-ests, the compressor check valve
developed a 1 y ak. Subsequent disa:rsenT., ly of the unit revealed that
the silastic seat seal had developed an extruded type buildup around
the poppet lip. This buildup was near the high pressure side, thus
indicating that gas pressure had beer, trapped under the seal. In
addition to the seal condition, the seat also showed fretting. This
indicated that some high pressure absorbtion was taking place _n the
material. This situation is being evaluated with the silastic seal
supplier.
In line with the foregoing, it was considered that a thinner
layered S ,
 al, bonded to a metal 1,ackup plate, would provide a
decided mprovement in the valve° leakage characteristics. IIowevor,
due to time limitations in the program, this concept was not fabri-
catcm d nor tcst-_:?	 It is noted that the ctor_age bottle cculd be
chargeu several times without a leakage problem, provided that a slow
bleed-off of bottle pressure followed the fi'.ling. It was determined
that a new seat seal was re quired after two to three hours of
operation.
4.4 S ununary of Rosul is
The results obtained in the overall analytical and test program
indicate tint a functional oxygen boost compressor using a flow late
type cycle system is feasible. The program did, however, reveal that
problems with efficiency are still to be resolved. Evaluation of the
test and analytical data indicated that t'ie transfer of expanaing
gas energy was not being properly conver ged into mechanical energy
since: the motor piston was riot reaching the velocity required to
provide completion of the compression cycle.
Plot No. 2 of Figurc 4 shows that good compression efficiency
is possible. Figure 5 shows that the automatic cycle valve pressure
is more than sufficient, a itr,)ugh the cycle was still short due to
slow piston velocity. A phenomenon called "piston terminal velocity"
was subsequently analyzed. In this regard, the terminal velocity of
a piston supplied with a gas through an orifice is determined by the
following equation:
V = KA I , C,^
J,
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Then for deceleration (F - ma and V 2 = 2ax), the following derivation
is obtained:
A	 2FXAl2 = 
}
where
A l2 = Effective area of the supplying orifice, inches2
A} = Area of the motnr piston, inches?
F - Accelerating force, pounds
X = Distance of deceleration, inches
K = Ccristant
C12 = Orifice factor, a function of (;.L)
T = Absolute temperature of inlet gas, deg R
MP = Mass of the motor piston, lb-ft/sect
The variables X and F may b p extracted frcm the c,)mpressur
efficiency data aid the pressure to be compressed. Figure 7, which
follows, depicts a Mot of force versus stro};e that was interpolated
from previous data. This curve represents the condition with a
bottle pressure of 400 psig and an automatic cycle valve pressure of
800 psig. It is a plot of the force and stroke as seen by the motor
and compressor pistons.
An evaluation of the foregoing inc"icates that the automatic
cycle valve in the supply is too small. In this regard, the valve
area shculd be .increased by changing the seat diameter from 0.25 inch
to 0.50 inch to provide for sutticient energy management.
A last-minute :est.has been conducted to verify this analytical
theory. The area o:` the automatic cycle mechanism was increased by
increasing the diameter of the valve by 0.05 inch. The efficiency
wits improved as a result of this change. The change in efficiency
was approximately the same as the difference between Data Plot 1 and
Data Plot 2 or Figure 4.
It is noted that the demonstrator compressor to be delivered
will not be equipped with this modification.
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5.	 RECOMIENDE'D FOLLOW-ON EFFORTS
5.1 Recommended l'ollow-On Analysis
It in suggested that the follow-on effort include ananalytical
study to evaluate the experimental data which has been prcduced.
Also, the effect- of the schematic changes already dircusscd should be
thoroughly evaluated and the design optimized, so that performance
limits will be known.
5.2 Recorunended Tests
Ai Research considers that the analytical and test efforts
presented in this report have shown the feasibility of a flow rate
cycle system operating witil a free piston-type compressol 	 It is
therefore recommended that further development efforts be made. One
such effort would consist of further development to alter the area of
the automatic cycling valve so that further studies to refine the use
of expansion energy could be accoiuplished.
It i5 also recommended that several high pressure valve seat
configurations be fabricated and tested to increase service life
and efficiency.
Following t1le foregoing, it is al-s o reeomm.ended that the
emperical data cf the !:est program be correlated with the computer
program data. This would provide basic data for designing a flight-
weight unit.
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